CNC Jobwork India
Deccan Engineering Works incepted in the year 1980 specializes in the manufacturing of
precision CNC machining and high quality work services. We continue to grow exponentially in
this sphere; courtesy our high level of comprehending client and customer requirements and
new demands in an ever changing manufacturing world. We provides CNC Machining
India, CNC Milling India, CNC Turning India.
We offer a range of Precision CNC Machining Parts that is manufactured using high quality raw
material. Our range of Precision Turned Components consists of Precision Turned Bearing,
Precision Turned Bushes, and Precision Turned Shafts, Precision Turning Parts. We offer our
assortments of Precision Turned Components in customized range as specified by our clients to
meet their different requirements.

We have deep expertise in providing best CNC Machining India Services. Professionals keep
themselves up to date with changing technology and offer best services. In addition to this,
these presented services are satisfying and accomplished by professionals by showing lenient
behavior to patrons.
Precision machining requires acute understanding of the critical aspects of the manufacturing
process such as:
1. Work-holding
2. Tooling
3. CNC Programming
4. Finishing Operations
Through our experience over the decades we have achieved a complete understanding of all
aspects of precision machining. Based on that, we have developed several manufacturing
processes in-house for certain critical jobs.
When you entrust us a critical job you can rest assured that it will be done exactly to your
specification.
Do get in touch with us if you have a product idea even if you do not have the design for it. We
will work with you to help you design and build that product.

With the support of our adroit professionals, we are affianced in providing CNC Job Work in
India that is furnished in adherence to industry set industry standards. We do turning and
milling job work both with and without material of any critical machining and shapes.
We are a leading service provider of CNC Machining Jobwork that is provided by our team of
expert professionals. We provide CNC cutting works on acrylic sheets with automatic cnc
machine.
With precise quality and dimensions with any type of designs.
We offer a quality service for CNC turning India to our respectable clients on very competitive
prices to the market. Our service providers are technically trained for their desired fields and
works in effective manner.
For more details contact us: 09657039991 / 09657089991
Visit us at: http://www.deccanew.com/cnc-machining-india.php

